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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Pyramid Revelation 
from The Great Architect
How the Bible reveals 4,000-year-old secrets of the Great Pyramid of
Giza - all hidden in plain view of the world 

Was there a specific purpose for the last of the Seven Wonders of the
Ancient World? A Houston oil and gas consultant has discovered what
archaeologists have overlooked for centuries: The Great Pyramid on
the Giza Plateau is an intelligently-designed production facility, and
was never intended to entomb the pharaohs.

In his free downloadable e-book The Solomon Series: Great Pyramid
Mystery Resolved, author and Biblical scholar Theodore L. Whidden
takes a completely fresh look at the Great Pyramid fresh look at the
Great Pyramid and challenges the world to analyze and critically
assess this irrefutable evidence.

Armed with special guidance through ancient texts as well as special-
ized knowledge of construction and marine operations, Whidden out-
lines why Giza was built and explains the pyramid’s technological sig-
nificance (or lack thereof.) 

Though built millennia ago, The Great Pyramid is the gold standard
for many things, but pumping and extraction technologies complete
with pool and check valve design? Captain Whidden applies practical
wisdom and even goes as far to say these discoveries have the
power to change modern industry forever, impacting the laws of per-
petual motion as never thought possible.

Written for the layman but with a deft engineer’s touch, The Solomon
Series: Great Pyramid Mystery Resolved skillfully leads the reader
through historical, Biblical, and technological truths.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Author/teacher Theodore L. (Ted) Whidden, has a transportation
degree, a risk management (loss investigation) background and an
MBA. He is on short-term assignment in the deserts of Egypt earning
a doctorate in Biblical Studies and conducting Biblical archaeology
research.
The Solomon Series: Great Pyramid Mystery Solved is Whidden’s first
book in a series of 20 on ancient mysteries, including the true identity
of the Sphinx and explaining the pharaohs’ solar boat. 


